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Abstract
The complex of Nuclear Interaction Analysis Methods including a

charged particle activation analysis (CPAA and HIAA), a spectrometry of ion
induced gamma-emission (PIGE and HUGE) , characteristic X-ray emission
(PIXE) and Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) have been used for
diagnostics of the High Power Ion Beam (HPIB) assisted technologies. Accelerated
ion beams from electrostatic generator EG-2.5 and cyclotron U-120 were used for
realization of the techniques. The complex allows to solve a lot of problems of
elemental and isotopic analysis. First, it is a determination of micro- and
macrocomponents of modified materials; second, a determination of surface density
of thin films, multilayers and coatings, total surface gaseous contamination and
amounts of the elements implanted in specimens; third, a measurement of
concentration depth profiles of the elements. Experiments shown that the preferable
application of nuclear analysis methods allows to avoid the considerable errors
arising when the concentration depth profiles of elements are measured by SIMS or
AES in studies of mass transfer processes induced by HPIBs.

Introduction
A diagnostics application efficiency mostly depends on reliability of applied

analysis method not on it's cost. So, right choice of the diagnostic method is very
important step to achieve a good result in HPIB studies. Generally an elemental
diagnostics of HPIB technologies is connected with analysis of surface and near-
surface layers of solid. The necessity of certification of applied materials adds some
of bulk analysis methods. The correct realization of surface diagnostics is
complicated one because the considerable surface modification under HPIB
exposure is observed.

As a rule, so-called atomic methods are used for elemental and isotopic
diagnostics of HPIB technologies. The AES and SIMS methods are taken to be
more cheap and simple than nuclear methods. But in situations where large numbers
of similar samples are being routinely analyzed via nuclear methods, the cost per
sample may therefore compare favorably with atomic methods. Furthermore, as it
will be mentioned below, the values of main analytical characteristics of atomic
methods (ionization coefficients and sputtering factors) are considerably changed
under HPIB surface modification and so incorrect results are obtained by AES
and/or SIMS-diagnostics. Nuclear methods' result independence on level of HPIB
exposure shows reliability and advantage of these methods for elemental and
isotopical HPIB diagnostics.
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Experimental results
1. The techniques of micro- and macro-characterization of materials
Energy-disperse XRF-method (with photon excitation of 55Fe and 109Cd) is

used for the routine material characterization of sputtered targets and substrates with
the detection limits of elements with z>13 about U100 ppm. CPAA, HIAA, PIGE
and HUGE techniques are used for determination of light elements. So the data
obtained by CPAA via nuclear reactions 12C(d,n)13N, 14N(p,a)nC, 16O(p,a)l3N,
23Na(d,p)24Na, 41K(a,n)44Sc and 40Ca(a,p)43Sc were used for selection of
high-purity (HP) materials of sputtered targets (graphite, Nb, Mo, W, Al,
leucosapphire AI2O3, ZnS, Zn) and substrates (Si, GaAs, CdTe). Detection limits
were about lO'7, 3 10"7 H 10'6 % weight for C,N and O, respectively [1].

HIAA and HUGE measurements were carried out on the cyclotron ion
beams of 12C, 14N and 16O with energy 0.75-=-1.75 MeV/amu. It was shown that
the utilization of 12C, 14N and 16O ion activation with energy about 1 MeV/amu
allow to determine less than the nanogram amounts of D, Li, Be and B without
nuclear interferences from the gaseous elements (C,N,O) those contents into the
near-surface layers of solid are characterized as abnormally high. HIAA deuterium
determination via nuclear reaction 2H(12C,n)13N is most sensitive and selective.
The HI-IGE detection limits in HP niobium matrix were about IH-3 ng/cm2 for D,
Li, Be and B, 0.3 |ig/cm2 for F and 5-̂ 15 jag/cm2 for C, N and O. The technique
are available for coupling with ERDA, HI-RBS and HI-IXE, too.

Nuclear reactions such as the (p,p'y) and (p,ay) are used by PIGE techniques
for instrumental determination of Li, B, F and Na traces with the detection limits
up to 0.1 ppm. All of the above mentioned methods can be used for checking of
stoichiometric and isotopic ratio with standard relative deviation (SRD) no more
than 0.005[2]. Usually SRD is no more than 0.2 in determinations of the impurities.

2. The techniques for determination of surface contents of elements
XRF analysis by X-ray excitation of 109Cd and measuring of characteristic

X-rays of elements with Si(Li)-detector was used for determination of surface
density of ZnS, Nb, W, Au, Pb films with & tvs(0.2-100)nm prepared by HPIB
assisted sputtering upon the mylar, Al- and Cu foils as the substrates. The angular
distributions of the sputtered products are measured by the XRF-technique with
SRD equaled 0.01-0.3 for thickest and thinnest layers of sputtered product,
respectively. To measure an angular distribution of C (graphite), Al, Si and AI2O3
(leucosapphire) the autoradiography technique based on the 3 MeV-deuteron
activation is developing now.

Instrumental CPAA technique was developed to study the gaseous
contamination of thin tungsten and gold films deposited upon HP AsGa plates by
the HPIB sputtering of HP tungsten and gold targets. The specimens were irradiated
in helium atmosphere by 3 MeV deuterons from cyclotron and then the 13N- and
15O-activity formed from the nuclear reactions 12C(d,n)13N and 14N(d,n)15O was
detected by y-y-coincidence spectrometer. The interference free detection limits
were about 3^5 ng/cm2.

The CPAA technique via 12C(d,n)13N coupled with optical ellipsometry
allowed to determine the density of diamond-like carbon films produced by the
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HPIB sputtering of HP graphite. Nuclear reaction 27Al(d,n)28Al was used for
determination of total doze of Aln+ ions in Hgi_xCdxTe (x=0.21-r0.22) through the
short-pulsed implantation.

The instrumental HIAA and HUGE measurements via nuclear reactions
9Be(14N,an)18F, 9Be(14N,dy)21Ne and 9Be(14N,2ay)15N were used for determination
of total doze of beryllium (2,0 1017 at/cm2) implanted into niobium for producing of
the reference samples on environmental measurements [3]. The detection limits
were about (1+5) 1015 at/cm2.

3. Concentration depth profiling techniques
Two non-destructive depth profiling methods are used in our institute:

PIGE — for light elements and RBS — for medium and heavy ones. The main
analytical characteristics of the both methods are similar: the depth resolution is

about 1 OH-100 nm and detection limit is about
1018+1019 at/cm3.

The PIGE techniques are based on
application of narrow isolated resonances in
excitation function of (p,y)-, (p,p')~ and
(p,ay)-reactions. By scanning on proton energy
they localize resonance at the required depth from
the specimen surface. Gamma-spectrometry with
a large Nal scintillation detector and
Ge( Li)-detector was used for the characteristic
y-rays account. Usually we use a relative variant of
analysis with thin Al, CaF2, A1N, C and LiF films
as references. The most probable characteristics of
applied nuclear reactions are presented in the
table.

Table
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Fig. 1 PIGE profiling of thin
films and drop fractions after
short-pulsed implantation of Aln+

into MCT

Mate-
rial of
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4
2
2

0.5
2

Analyzed
element

Al
F
N

I C
Li

Detection
limit,

at/cm3

lOl8

7 10"
lOl9

1019
1018

Depth resolution,
nm

3
30
3
3
80

Nuclear
reaction

"AlfatfSSi
I9F(£,az}160

7Li(p,Y)8Be

Resonant
energy, E ^ ,

keV

992
872
429
1748
441

To analyze a short-pulsed ion implantation of Aln+ into semiconductor
materials (Si, MCT), mixing of thin multilayer A1-, Al-Si, Al-C-structures and ion
beam assisted preparation of TiN films on steel, the concentration depth profiles
of Al and N were determined by the resonant nuclear reactions 27Al(p,y)28Si and
l5N(p,ay)12C. The depth resolutions were about 30nm and 50nm, and detection
limits were about 1019 and 1020 at/cm3 for Al and N, respectively, in our recent
measurements. Fig.l shows that the technique allows to determine simultaneously
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a thickness of thin film and a diameter's distribution of drop fraction (with average
diameter about 3̂ -8 ^m) formed on surface of samples by short-pulsed ion
implantation (accelerator "MUK").

4. A comparison of atomic (SIMS,AES) and nuclear (PIGE) methods of
concentration depth profiling in studies of HPIB-technologies

The Al depth profiles after HPIB exposure (accelerator "TEMP-1") were
measured by PIGE, SIMS and AES at the same examined specimens. As it is shown
at fig.2, the SIMS and AES methods decreased the concentration values and
penetration depth of aluminum at 2-3 times compare to the nuclear method's data.
We suppose that the differences are connected with the separate sputtering of filling

• .M ~ specimen's substance and nanocrystal
'"' ° AlxCuy- or AlxFey-phases formed by HPIB

surface modification. Obviously the separate
sputtering can lead to considerable errors in
AES and SIMS depth profile
measurements.

Furthermore the experimental data
of majority of papers connected with
elemental depth profiles measured by AES
or SIMS on HPIB studies demonstrate that
the maximal penetration depth of an
implanted element is considerably exceed
the one's projective range. We think these
effects are not connected with the long
range effect but only with the errors of
atomic depth profiling methods. The
problem is very important for a correct
realization of the HPIB diagnostics and it
needs in further investigation.
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Fig. 2. Depth profiles of Al in Cu and Fe
after HPIB-treatment. Initial Al film with
depth about 400nm after 1 pulse HPIB
with current intensity 40 A/cm2 .
Fe-plate: 1 - PIGE, 2 - SIMS;
Cu-plate: 3 - PIGE, 4- AES

Conclusion
The described complex of Nuclear Interaction Analysis Methods allows to

work out all of problems for the elemental HPIB diagnostics. In comparison with
AES and SIMS, the NIAMs are more reliable methods of the HPIB diagnostics
because they have best accuracy in caring out of the quantitative analysis and depth
profiling.
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